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Family SmileCare Center is pleased to offer same day crowns,
fillings, and veneers to qualifying patients. At the forefront
of dental technology, Family SmileCare Center recently
incorporated the E4D Dentist system into the treatment
options available to patients. As a result, Dr. Maikon and Dr.
Stodola can take a digital scan of the patient's tooth and
design and create a custom, permanent restoration in the
dental office, all in a single appointment.

“We are so excited to bring this technology to our patients, the range
of benefits we can now offer is more comprehensive and convenient”,
says Dr. Maikon. The E4D system replaces conventional impression
methods that include an unpleasant material and the uncomfortable
waiting associated with it. The clean, fast, digital scan is obtained in a
few minutes through a series of photographic images taken in the
mouth.
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The scanned information is then transferred to the design center
where a 3D model of the tooth is created chairside using the system's
state-of-the-art DentalLogic software. The restoration is customized to fit the patient's
unique characteristics, after which it is created in a milling unit right in office.
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The final result is natural-looking restoration that beautifully
fits the surrounding teeth, making the crown, veneer, or
filling virtually undetectable. “The elimination of
impressions, temporaries, second appointments, and waiting
for the permanent restoration elevates the entire dental
experience for both the dentist and the patient. Patients will
Milling Station
love watching their new tooth come to life, as well as the
convenience of same day dentistry,” says Dr. Maikon. The E4D Dentist system
empowers dentists to treat their patients with dentistry that truly fits their lifestyles.
Call today to see if an E4D restoration is right for you.

For more information, go to www.d4dtech.com

Office Hours:
Monday-Thursday ..............7am to 6pm
Friday.................................. 8am to 12pm

Visit our website for other information about our office.
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Same Day Smile
We are pleased to offer same day
crowns, veneers and fillings. Using
E4DTM technology, we take fast, clean

E4D Dentist

❋

Modern Dentistry. Modern Lifestyles. TM

digital scans, so we can design and create your restoration
while you’re in the office. No more uncomfortable
temporaries or return visits. Your entire treatment from start
to finish can be completed in a single appointment. With
E4D, we can offer you modern dentistry that fits your
modern lifestyle. Call today to see if an E4D restoration is
right for you.
See inside this newsletter for more details on this technology

